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How to export to json with spreadsheet sdk in C# and ByteScout
Barcode Suite

How to write a robust code in C# to export to json with spreadsheet sdk with this step-by-
step tutorial

The documentation is designed for a specific purpose to help you to apply the features on your side.
ByteScout Barcode Suite is the bundle that privides 3 SDK products to generate barcodes (Barcode SDK),
read barcodes (Barcode Reaer SDK) and read and write spreadsheets (Spreadsheet SDK). It can export to
json with spreadsheet sdk in C#.

Want to quickly learn? This fast application programming interfaces of ByteScout Barcode Suite for C# plus
the guidelines and the code below will help you quickly learn how to export to json with spreadsheet sdk. IF
you want to implement the functionality, just copy and paste this code for C# below into your code editor
with your app, compile and run your application. Applying C# application mostly includes various stages of
the software development so even if the functionality works please test it with your data and the production
environment.

You can download free trial version of ByteScout Barcode Suite from our website with this and other source
code samples for C#.
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Program.cs

      

using System.Diagnostics;
using System.IO;
using Bytescout.Spreadsheet;

namespace ExportToJSON
{
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            using (Spreadsheet spreadsheet = new Spreadsheet())
            {
             // Load document
                spreadsheet.LoadFromFile("Table.xls");
                
                // Export first worksheet to JSON format
                string jsonString = spreadsheet.ExportToJSON(0);
                
                // Write JSON string to file
                File.WriteAllText("exported.json.txt", jsonString);

    // Open the result file in default associated application
                Process.Start("exported.json.txt");
            }
        }
    }
}
  
      

    

VIDEO
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